The diffusion term in the velocity gradient tensor Au evolution equation in homogeneous isotropic turbulence at moderate Reynolds number has been investigated using full direct numerica l simulation (DNS) of the Navier-Stokes equations . This study also considered the diffusion terms associated with the strain rate tensor S il and the vorticity vector w i . The statistics of the "diffusion frequency" wo defined as wo= -vV 2A 1 /A 1 , which can be thought of as an inverse of a characteristic diffusion time scale to , has been studied both for diagonal and off-diagonal elements of this tensor, for Sil and for w i . The probability density functions (PDF's) of the diffusion frequency wo for all the variables considered in this study have a distinct peak indicating a mos t probable positive value. It is found that the value of the frequency increases with larger absolut e values of the velocity gradient. The conditional averages of vV 2A 11 , vV 2Si1 and vV 2w i are found to be closely related by a cubic function of Au , S il and w i respectively, which in the neighborhood of one standard deviation from the origin is very well approximated by the same linear relationshi p for all the variables . This latter result suggests that a linear approximation model [Dopazo et The study of the velocity gradients in turbulent fiows i s essential to the understanding of small scale dynamics where a number of important phenomena such as dissipation o f kinetic energy and mixing of scalars occur . The velocity gradient tensor contains information of the local rates of rotation, stretching and angular deformation of infinitesima l lines, surfaces and volumen . The internal intermittency of turbulence is known to be connected to strongly nonGaussian statistics of the velocity gradient tensor . This resul t implies a high probability of large values of its component s with spotty spatial distributions .
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The velocity gradient evolution equation is given b y Villiefosse 1 studied the characteristics of a simplifie d form of this equation where the flow was considered invisci d and the pressure Hessian term isotropic . He showed that with these approximations the vorticity aligns with the intermediate principal rate of strain direction, and the vorticity an d principal strain rate diverge in finite time .
One of the motivation for the present study was the investigation of Martin2 who used a linear mean square estimation (LMSE) model for the diffusion tenn of the transport equation of A l analogous to a LMSE model proposed b y Dopazo3 for the diffusion term of the transport equation of a scalar, (2 ) where the angle brackets represent the average of the quantity within the parentheses on the left of the vertical fin e conditional upon the expression on the right . The scalar frequency co . is the inverse of the characteristic time of diffusion t, . A closed system of equations is obtained by treating the pressure Hessian in Eq . (1) as isotropic and the diffusio n term using the aboye LMSE model Eq. (2) in the appropriat e form applied to the velocity gradients, i .e . ,
where the "diffusion frequency" wo is considered as th e inverse of a characteristic time of diffusion to for velocity spatial derivatives . In this model wo is a constant .
The results of the Monte Carlo simulation using thi s model4 show non-Gaussian, intermittent statistics similar t o those found in DNS5-7 and in experiments .8 Moreover, the use of this model does not neglect diffusion effects and n o divergence of the values of Au is found in finite time . Thi s suggested the present study of the inverse diffusion tim e scale wo defined by Eq . (3) using DNS data. The databas e used for this investigation comprised the direct numerical simulation of isotropic homogeneous flow using a 64 3 grid . 9 The Reynolds number based on the Taylor micro scale for this simulation was 40, with the viscosity equal to 0 .025 m2/s . The PDF's of the diffusion frequencies were calculate d using the data of the velocity gradients fields taken at seven different times once the flow had reached a statistical stationary state. Due to isotropy all the off-diagonal components o f Au , denoted Aas from now on, are statistically equivalent resulting in a number of samples exceeding 107 . In the cas e of the diagonal elements, denoted A aa , only two components are statistically independent because of the incompressibility condition, representing a number of samples greater than 3 .5X 106 .
The symmetric and skew-symmetric parts of the velocit y gradient tensor representing the rate of strain tensor and vorticity (via the rate of rotation tensor), respectively, can als o be studied in a similar fashion . Analogous characteristic diffusion frequencies [see Eq . (3)] can be defined for the strai n rate tensor elements and for the vorticity vector component s with their averages representing the inverses of corresponding characteristic diffusion time scales .
The PDF's of the diffusion terms for A aa, A ap, Sa p and co a are shown in Fig . 1 . The coordinate of the PDF axe s are normalized in the standard fashion by the appropriate standard deviation of each variable . A unit Gaussian PDF i s included in Fig . 1 The conditional average of the diffusion tercos vary wit h respect to their variables with a negative slope as shown in Fig . 2 . The data in Fig . 2 are normalized with the corresponding standard deviation of each variable . The absolute value of the slopes of the curves increases slightly as th e absolute value of each variable increases . The slope of the diagonal term of Au is steeper for positive values due to the non-symmetric nature of the A . distribution.
A linear least-square fit using the data in the neighborhood of one standard deviation around the origin of the independent variable shows that all variables are well fitted b y a straight fine with a slope of -0 .47 (i .e ., wo=1 .6) . Increasing the domain to encompass data which falls wihin ± 5 standard deviations of the independent variable change s the mean slope to -0 .74 (i .e ., wo=2 .
5) . This differenc e in slope is not unexpected over the full domain of the data a s a cubic fit of the form f(O/ r(Y))=-0 .57(O/o-(Y) )
-0 .01(0/Q(Y))3 is found to be more appropriate. The interesting result is that for much of the data the straight fin e slope fit to the data is quite good . This is clearly seen in Fig .  2 by noting that a straight fine fit with a slope of -0 .74 fits all the data well. The maximum deviation of this straight fin e from the DNS computed normalized conditional average o f the diffusion tercos is approximately equal to 1 and is foun d when A aa>4O(A aa) . As indicated by Eq. (3), the mean slope value corresponda to the inverse diffusion time scale wo in a LMSE model which relates velocity gradient diffusion values to the velocity gradient values . Figure 3 shows the PDF's of the inverse diffusion tim e scale wo with both axis normalized appropriately using th e standard deviation of the inverse diffusion time scale wo . The PDF's were calculated for the variables : A aa , A ap , S ap and ro a . A Gaussian distribution with mean and variance similar to the ones of these PDF's is shown for comparison. The A aa , A a p, S a p and w a distributions have a coincident maximum at a positive value of wo . The PDF The results from DNS of homogeneous isotropic turbulence presented here suggest that a LMSE model for the diffusion of velocity gradients seem at least plausible as a diffusion closure model for use in the evolution equation o f A,J . The simplicity of the LMSE model for the diffusion o f velocity gradients and the encouraging results of the use of i t in the evolution equation of the velocity gradient tenso r make it a possible foundation of a sub-grid scale model for large eddy simulation of turbulent flows .
